that, without the additional buyers and bigger market, NASA cannot afford to pay for the upkeep of the launch-pad infrastructure that the Air Force had paid for. "NASA can't go it alone, " says Wrobel.
Wrobel says that most imminent mission launches, such as the 2011 launch of the heavy Mars Science Laboratory and Juno, a mission to Jupiter, needed the extra thrust of an Atlas V anyway. But if NASA officials are forced to buy more Atlas Vs in the future, they will be paying extra for unused launch capacity. "The more that the launch vehicle costs, the less science mission you get for your money. Or fewer missions, " says Alan Stern, a planetary scientist at Southwest Research Institute in Boulder, NASA's former science chief and an advocate of commercial space flight.
Several missions could take advantage of Falcon 9's leaner launch capability and lower price of about $50 million per launch. These include the Soil Moisture Active and Passive mission, an Earth-observing satellite due for launch in 2015; the International Lunar Network, a system of landers designed to measure the Moon's seismic activity, among other things; and modest-sized astrophysics and planetary-science missions that would launch in 2016. All bets are not riding on the Falcon 9, however, which will launch from Cape Canaveral, Florida, and carry a prototype of its cargo capsule Dragon. Orbital Sciences, headquartered in Dulles, Virginia, and another winner of ISS cargo-transport money, is developing the Taurus II, another medium-sized launcher that is scheduled for first test flights in 2011 (see Mid-sized rockets need a boost). For the planned 2012 launch of the Lunar Atmosphere and Dust Environment Explorer (LADEE), Orbital is putting together stockpiled ballistic missiles into the Minotaur 5, which costs less than $50 million and is just the right size for the small Moon mission.
If Falcon 9's test launch is successful, it should be carrying cargo to the ISS within a few months. But scientists will have to wait a while longer -before a new rocket can carry a scientific payload, NASA requires three successful launches and a technical certification that takes about three years. NASA hopes to certify Falcon 9 or one of its competitors by the end of 2013.
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Eric Hand
Neglected diseases fund touted "The more the launch vehicle costs, the less science mission you get for your money." 
